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Have you given your power  away?
 
 
Power has been a challenge throughout history. As a spiritual healer, we have often cleared all

lifetimes as client has had when in power, when having given power away, having been

disempowered, their misuse of power, etc. After clearing it for myself, my next client asked if

bought a new telephone system because I sounded so different. 

 
When we separated from God to come here, we were somewhat powerless dependent on others,

especially our parents for our care. Depending on how we were raised, we may have been taught

certain lessons impacting how we related to power. I was raised to give my power away to others. 

 
Many give their power away to those who have empowered themselves and speak the loudest.

Archangel Michael said in "Wisdom of the Guardian":

 
"But those who know, usually remain quiet because they fear being ridiculed. They give their power

to these louts because they are afraid of what people will say and think of them. What does it matter

if it’s the truth? Wouldn’t you rather take a stand for what you know and believe, than cower to

those who are ignorant because you value their opinion of you? The need for acceptance has held

mankind back from full self-expression for eons because they are more worried about what people

think of them than what job they are to do while living on this planet."

 
Some examples of giving your power away:

Have you ever listened to the news or social media assuming what was said was the truth and

made it your own? 

Have you attended a religious service and assumed the person giving the sermon had a better

connection to God than you?

Have you ever read something somewhere, including an advertisement, and assumed it

correct because it was in print?

Have you automatically followed what an authority figure dictated because they were just

that, an figure of authority? 

It is easy to make assumptions and give our power away to others when they act as if they know.

But, who knows? God mentioned the other day during a clearing, "What is right?" You can hear the

brief snippet here. So many think and act as if they are right. It is easy to follow someone who

believes they are right. But, are they? 

 
No matter who says what and how credentialed and confident they are, check in with God and

learn to discern truth before passing judgment, making choices, and potentially diminishing your

outcomes because you haven't accessed the all-knowing and the big picture. 
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I know how challenging it is to get clarity from God. He is there with all the answers and the love to

want benefit you with the highest guidance. Unfortunately, humanity has been sabotaged and

blocked from really having personal clarity.

 
As a global healer, one of the focuses we have had is to clear the outside sabotage from those

blocking that connection to access the all-knowing for those valued insights. The other is to clear

the individual and how they have been personally blocked. Fortunately, spiritual healing can heal

both. But, the individual must become acutely aware of what is real and unreal, best versus

diminished options to get the best results. 

 
Even though God has asked me to help people connect better so he can help more, I have personally

seen how challenging that can be for some. It's easier than ever for the average person to now

connect directly to Source for their own answers because so much of the outside sabotage has been

lifted. The trick still lies in discerning God from others or ego. As someone who speaks directly with

God, Jesus, the other ascended masters, archangels, etc., I can tell you their personalities and the

way they convey information differs. They have their own perspectives and way of delivering

information that differs. And, they don't always agree. Going directly to God is the best option of all

of them. I look, forward, however, to the day when all can get their own messages clearly.

 
I have helped a number of clients become able to channel God directly and it warms my heart to see

them gain the clarity in guidance appropriate to them. The more who are aligned with God and the

highest and best, the more the world will be in peace and balance.

 
May you successfully connect to Source with ease...

 
                                                                                     Love,

 
PS:  Don't forgot to join is our Facebook group, Help from Heaven, for further discussion. However,

I won't likely be communicating much in the next five days.

 

BOOK

Wisdom of the Guardian
Many are struggling

for answers and have

asked what they can

do personally do their

own healing. Reading

"Wisdom of the

Guardian: Treasures

from Archangel

Michael to Change

Your Life" can help. 

 

Michael addresses

purpose, career,

relationships, parenting, and Heaven on Earth

among other insights. 

 

Michael is always with you when you read the

book. 

 

The tools he provides at the end of the book will

serve you over and over again. 

Wisdom of the Guardian

TELEPHONE EVENTS

Group Healing Calls

July 11, 2020

 

Clear Your Past and Change Your Future

 

We are in the midst of changing formats so stay

tuned. As life keeps evolving, the services God

wishes me to provide you are also changing. I

am here to allow him to work through me to

help you. As soon as I gain the necessary clarity,

I will alert you. 

 

God asked me to start these calls a couple of

years ago to support you so we are all awaiting

the new direction. 
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Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity, Licensed

Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction Practitioner,

Non-denomination ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author. She is also

a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international clientele.

 

She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges

with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes

clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and

darkness as well as clearing the future.

 

Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and

atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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